A Building Maintenance Schedule including Warranties for ALL Components is required to be handed over PRIOR to
OC.
A NSWCBC should setup a BASIX style online system, Infact BASIX should in itself be abolished as well, as likely
future Taxation revenue from Renewable Energy Certificates RECS can be included as Part of a Building Maintenance
Schedule applied to all NSW Registered Buildings.
A NSW CBC would apply to ALL Residential Buildings 4 stories and over, Commercial and Industrial that would be
required to obtain A Project Identifier from NSWCBC to Construct such buildings (NSWCBC would be paid a levy to
issue a Project Identifier).
A Building Commission should work on the brief of regulating fewer Entities by having Certifiers and Designers
consolidate their services rather than monitor a large number of separate entities. This will also CBC to monitor a
smaller field and impose heavier fines for system violations.
The Online Project Identifier will include Design, CC, Inspections, Compliance Certifications, OC and a Building
Maintenance Schedule. NSW Levies, Contributions and the like are centralised.
To improve Building Quality Building Designers must issue COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATES for the respective designs.
The BCR fails to prescribe that Building Designers must provide a Compliance Certificate Prior to OC to the Principal
Certifier. This will ensure that the Builders are their subcontractors are engaging with Designers during the process
of Construction ensuring quality management is maintained.
The proportion of liability assessed by Insurers and Actuaries would spread and reduce the risk amongst all building
professionals.
Unless registered Building Designers and Subcontractors issue Statutory Compliance Certificates the system is set to
fail once again.
It is evident that the NSW Government has no intention to genuinely seek Quality Buildings for the Public and
Consumer as On page 18 of the BCR it prescribes “To require all contractors on site to prepare declarations or to
confirm that buildings are built to plan could be burdensome and may not be effective”
Even without consulting stakeholders the report deems declarations by those installers who undertake and
complete approved designed building work as “burdensome and not effective”. This opinion is unfounded.
I request that the department conduct a Certifier Survey including whether it would be burdensome and not
effective to have Statutory Compliance Certificates from registered Building Designers and Subcontractors.
The necessity for declarations by Building Commission registered designers and/or contractors is extremely urgent,
essential and the commanding missing link in the present system that has led to failings in reported buildings
Bankstown Towers, Mascot Towers, Lacrosse etc. etc.
The BCR would have failed to fulfil its objective should these declarations be omitted.
Kind Regards
John Tsiontsis
Principal Certifying Authority
Web : www.certifiers.com.au
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